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Part II: Pilot Studies – Adding Value to ICT Indicators 

Sectoral time-distances in the adoption of e-commerce activity
1
 

S-time-distances: concept and definition  

Time, besides money, is one of the most important reference frameworks in a modern society. 

Yet the present methods of analysis and statistics do not fully utilise the information 

embodied in the existing data that could contribute to a better understanding of the situation.  

The art of handling different views of data is crucial for discovering the relevant patterns and 

for providing a broader framework for policy analysis. The new generic time distance 

approach (with associated novel statistical measure S-time-distance) offers a new view of data 

that is exceptionally easy to understand and communicate, and it allows for looking at the 

situation in an additional way and exploring new perspectives. 

Time distance analysis requires a radical shift in perspective with respect to time series data. 

Under the perspective dominating in the literature, comparisons and evaluation of disparities 

(gaps) are made on the basis of absolute or relative values of a given socio-economic indicator 

for given points in time. The prevailing emphasis lies thus in the differences between two 

time series data at each point in time, respectively. The new perspective on time series, which 

for obvious reasons can be characterised as ‘temporal’, has its main focus on the horizontal 

differences in time for each level of analysed indicator/variable for the two or more compared 

units. Under the new focus, time distance concept measures the differences in time for 

specified levels of the indicator.  

Time distance in general means the difference in time when two events occurred. So the 

concept and the term time distance are used in many fields and applications. For instance, in 

spatial analysis time distance may mean the time needed to come from one point to another 

point in space. In our use of time distance as a measure of difference (disparity or proximity), 

we define a special category of time distance, which is related to the level of the analysed 

indicator.  

The suggested statistical measure S-time-distance measures the distance (proximity) in time 

between the points in time when the two series compared reach a specified level of the 

indicator X. The observed distance in time (the number of years, quarters, months, etc.) for 

given levels of the indicator is used as a temporal measure of disparity between the two series, 

in the same way that the observed difference (absolute or relative) at a given point in time is 

used as a static measure of disparity. It is remarkable that the this specific notion of time 

distance, which can be in principle developed from the same information embodied in the 

existing data, has not been developed earlier as a standard statistical measure. 

For a given level of the indicator XL, XL = Xi(ti) = Xj(tj), S-time-distance is the time 

difference between points in time when unit (i) and unit (j) reached the level XL 
Sij(XL) = ∆T(XL) = ti(XL) - tj(XL)          (1) 

where T is determined by XL. In special cases T can be a function of the level of the indicator 

XL, while in general it may take more values when the same level is attained at more points in 

time, i.e. it is a vector which can in addition to the level XL be related to time (T1, T2 ...Tn). 

This special category of time distance is a generic concept like relative disparity or growth 

rate (for more details consult Sicherl, e.g. 1973, 1994, 1997, 1999, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c and 

2004d, on which this section is based). 

                                                 
1
 This pilot study was contributed by Prof. Pavle Sicherl, Founder and Head of SICENTER (Socio-economic 

Indicators Center) and Professor of Political Economy at the University of Ljubljana. 
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This innovation opens the possibility for simultaneous two-dimensional comparisons of time 

series data in two specified dimensions: vertically (standard measures of static difference) as 

well as horizontally (Sicherl time distance), providing a new dimension of analysis to a 

variety of problems. A new dimension is added while no earlier results are lost or replaced.  

The time perspective, which no doubt exists in human perception when comparing different 

situations, is thus systematically introduced both as a concept and as a quantifiable measure in 

statistical and comparative analysis. Expressed in time units it is an excellent presentation tool 

easily understood by policy makers, managers, media and general public and can support 

decision-making and influence public opinion. 

From the numerical examples, based on e-Business W@tch data from the e-Business Survey 

2003, a comparison of percentage of enterprises buying and selling online for all sectors will 

be first used as a thorough methodological explanation of the methodology used in this 

chapter. Exhibit 0-1 and Exhibit 0-3 show the respective percentages from the survey. Exhibit 

0-1 shows also the yearly growth rates of the variable. Obviously the yearly growth of 

percentages of enterprises buying and selling online is exceptionally high, one deals with a 

very dynamic process. This characteristic has also important consequences for analysing the 

differences between developments in different sectors. The evaluation may be very different if 

based on static measures of differences or on time distances.  

In comparative analysis a better integration of comparisons across time and space is needed. 

In the dynamic world of today it is hardly satisfactory to rely only on static measures of 

disparity. Among other problems, the static statistical measures of disparities like ratios or 

percentage differences (or Gini coefficient, Theil index or coefficient of variation for the case 

of many units) are insensitive to the changes in the absolute magnitude of growth rates of the 

indicator (or differences in growth rates among different indicators) and take into account 

only differences in growth rates between the units. They have to be supplemented by Sicherl 

time distance to incorporate the temporal relative position of a given unit against the 

benchmark as an essential element of analysis (SIBIS 2003, p. 211). 

Exhibit 0-1: Diffusion of e-commerce activity in percentage of enterprises for all sectors 

 Percentage Yearly growth rate (in %) 

Time Buying online Selling online Buying online Selling online 

1995 0.9 0.3   

1996 1.4 0.3 52 2 

1997 1.9 0.4 38 18 

1998 3.5 0.7 87 64 

1999 6.6 1.6 88 136 

2000 10.8 2.5 62 55 

2001 16.8 4.9 57 102 

2002 24.1 6.6 43 34 

2003 30.3 9.0 26 36 

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 

Exhibit 0-2: Various measures of difference between buying and selling online for all sectors 

S-time-distance: - time lead for buying 
(selling=0) Time 

Absolute difference 
(buying-selling) 

Relative measure 
(index selling=100) 

in months in years 

1995 0.6 268   

1996 1.0 398   
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1997 1.5 463   

1998 2.9 527   

1999 5.1 419 -32 -2.6 

2000 8.3 439 -32 -2.7 

2001 11.9 341 -31 -2.6 

2002 17.5 365 -37 -3.0 

2003 21.3 338 -42 -3.4 

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 

Exhibit 0-2 provides various measures of difference between buying and selling online for all 

sectors for the analysed period. The first two columns are the standard static measures of 

difference at the respective points in time. Absolute difference between the percentages of 

enterprises buying online and those selling online is increasing throughout the period. 

Exhibit 0-3: Diffusion of online buying and online selling among firms for all sectors (1995-2003) 
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Exhibit 0-4: Diffusion of online buying and online selling among firms for all sectors (1995-2003) – 

relative measures 
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Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 

The relative differences, expressed as index of the percentage selling online, are very high; at 

the peak in 1998 the percentage of enterprises buying online was more than 5 times higher, 

even in 2003 the index still stands at a very high value of 338. We shall now add an additional 

perspective to the situation by expressing the differences between buying and selling online in 

terms of time distance measure. 

Exhibit 0-3 and Exhibit 0-4 provide a visualization of the novel concept encompassing time 

distance measure as a missing element for a broader framework of measuring differences 

(proximity) in two dimensions. The overall degree of disparity is conceived as a combination 

of two measures of differences between the two compared time series, one in vertical 

dimension and one in horizontal dimension. They are, in the respective exhibits, represented 

by two arrows.  

The vertical dimension of the gap relates to static measures of difference in the 

indicator/variable values, expressed either as the absolute difference (in original units of the 

indicator/variable) or as relative difference (in unnamed units like index or percentage 

difference). The horizontal dimension of the gap relates to the time dimension of the gap for a 

given level of the indicator and S-time-distance is expressed in standardized easily understood 

time units. It is the combination of three measures, static difference(s), time distance and the 

growth rate(s) which should be used simultaneously to better describe the complexity of the 

situation.
2
  

Exhibit 0-3 and Exhibit 0-4 show an important characteristic of the S-time-distance concept 

and measure. When combined with other methods, earlier results are left unchanged, but new 

conclusions may be reached due to an added dimension of analysis. In practical use this is 

very helpful. All results of the other methods usually used in such analysis are not to be 

replaced or substituted but rather complemented by a novel perspective. This by definition 

                                                 
2
 See e.g. Sicherl (1999) for providing evidence that the S-time-distance measure is a generic statistical 

measure like static measures of disparity or growth rates. Here S-time-distance is used as one of the 
measures of the gap in adoption of e-commerce activity. However, as a novel generic statistical measure it 

can be used in many other applications. For ideas and examples of extensions to measuring deviations 

between estimated and actual values in regressions and models, forecasting, error in timing and causality, 
monitoring, business cycle analysis see Sicherl (1994, 1996, 1997), for variables other than time Sicherl 

(1999). Granger and Jeon (1997, 2003) further elaborated S-time-distance for the use as a criterion for 

evaluating forecasting models of leading and lagging indicators. 
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means that more information is available to create a perception of the situation. In other 

words, one cannot be worse off by having another perspective and in many cases this would 

be very helpful and may change the overall conclusions.  

In the Exhibit 0-3 the visualization of the two dimensions is shown by the two arrows for the 

level of percentage diffusion of enterprise for online selling in the year 2003. This percentage 

9% is than compared in the two dimensions with the time series of diffusion of online buying. 

In the vertical dimension the absolute static difference in March 2003 amounts to 21.3% 

(30.3% - 9.0%). When we compare in the horizontal dimension, we search in time series for 

online buying when the same percentage of 9% of online selling was achieved in the past for 

online buying. This was achieved in October 1999, which means that the S-time-distance 

amounts to 42 months. In other words, the percentage of enterprises that were active in online 

selling in March 2003 was active in online buying 42 months or 3.4 years earlier. 

Exhibit 0-4 is showing the same data on the diffusion of online buying and online selling for 

all sectors as Exhibit 0-3, but using logarithmic scale. Graphically this means in general two 

things. First, equal vertical distances between two time series mean equal relative differences 

between the compared time series at a given point in time. Second, equal slopes of the lines 

mean equal growth rates.  

Various measures of difference between buying and selling for all sectors are presented in 

Exhibit 0-2. In addition to the results of the two static measures in the first two columns, the 

corresponding estimates of S-time-distance are presented in the last two columns (expressed 

either in months or in years). It is interesting to note that the S-time-distance of 42 months is 

shown in both figures for the respective level, no matter that the static difference is once 

expressed in absolute differences and in the second case as static index or percentage 

difference. The development over time of differences between buying online and selling 

online shown in Exhibit 0-1 and Exhibit 0-2 demonstrate different conclusions. Absolute 

differences between buying and selling online is increasing over time, relative measure is 

decreasing from the peak from 1998, yearly rate of growth for both series is falling in the last 

years and so the S-time-distance is slightly increasing.  

As analysed in The European e-Business Report, 2004 edition (European Commission 2004) 

in detail, the buying online is much more prevailing than selling online. Already in this 

analysis for all sectors it has been shown that because of the very high growth rate of the 

increase of both online buying and online selling the very large gap between the two at a 

given point in time has resulted in a time lag of less than 3 and a half years at most. In other 

words, the analysis of S-time-distance in combination with other measures shows (see e.g. 

Exhibit 0-2) that the main reason for the difference lies in the fact that diffusion of online 

selling was starting later, as already in 1999 the time distance was 32 months. From that 

period on the rate of growth of online selling was even higher than for online purchasing. The 

higher rate of growth of online selling as compared with purchasing online in the second part 

of the period resulted in a decline of the relative static gap but in a slight increase in S-time-

distance due to lowering of the yearly growth rates of both online selling and online buying as 

the higher percentage of enterprises are being reached. 

 

Online buying activity  

Using the time distance methodology explained in the section above and data from the e-

Business Survey 2003 (cf. European Commission 2004) we are examining the time distance 

gap between 10 analysed sectors in the above mentioned report. The benchmark used in these 

comparisons is the percentage of enterprises buying online for all sectors. The numerical 

values for the benchmark were presented in Exhibit 0-1.  

The results for S-time-distance calculation are presented in Exhibit 0-5. E.g. for those sectors, 

which experienced a higher value of the percentage of enterprises buying online than the 
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corresponding value for all sectors, this fact also generally means that the same value was 

achieved earlier in time than the average for all sectors. Thus subtracting the time when the 

specified level of the indicator was reached by the respective sector and by the average for all 

sectors gives the value of the S-time-distance for that level of the indicator. Negative values 

of S-time-distances for a given sector mean time lead for that sector in comparison with the 

average value for all sectors (positive values mean time lag) for the selected level of the 

indicator. 

Exhibit 0-5: S-time-distances in months for buying online for sectors compared with the average 

percentage of diffusion for all sectors (- time lead, + time lag for the respective sector, average=0) 

Sector/Time 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 

ICT services   -33 -37 -33 -35 -42 -50 

Electronics   -14 -10 -14 -18 -22 -29 

Tourism   -17 3 -1 -5 -8 -12 

Business services   -1 -5 -5 -4 -3 -5 

Chemical   11 8 7 1 -3 -3 

All sectors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Transport 6 -2 8 6 3 1 -1 1 

Retail  19 10 16 9 11 10 13 

Health  1 12 17 20 16 16 21 

Craft' & trade   37 24 22 21 19 20 

Textile    14 18 24 23 32 

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 

The estimation of the S-time-distance values in Exhibit 0-5 follows an approximation that is 

different for units above the benchmark and for units below the benchmark.  For the sectors 

with higher values in 2003 than the average, the level of comparison is that of the benchmark 

unit and the negative values indicate the time lead of these sectors. For the sectors with lower 

values of the indicator, their respective level of the indicator is the level for which time 

distance is estimated. This means that time distance indicates the lag of these sectors behind 

the benchmark, i.e. how many years earlier had the average for all sectors attained the 2003 

level of the indicator for a given sector. The same is true for other years. One should mention 

that the yearly values in the Exhibits in this case study refer to the March values of the 

respective year.   

The values of S-time-distances in Exhibit 0-5 are presented in months. The respective values 

for sectors from the benchmark for March 2003 are presented in Exhibit 0-6. The two 

outstanding sectors in diffusion of buying online are ICT services and electronics. Their time 

lead against the values for all sectors has been increasing in the analysed period and in March 

2003 the lead for ICT services amounted to 50 months and for electronics to 29 months, 

which is to more than 4 years and about 2.5 years respectively. A border case between these 

two sectors and the next group of sectors, which are rather close to the average values for all 

sectors, is tourism. The 2003 value for tourism shows a time lead of about 1 year. 

The diffusion of online buying for the second group of sectors (business services, chemicals 

and transport) is very much in line with diffusion for the average of all sectors. In March 2003 

the time lead or time lag for these sectors from the benchmark was just a few months, less 

than half a year. The other four analysed sectors (retail, health, craft & trade and textile) form 

the third group which is lagging the average diffusion for all sectors from 13 to 32 months, 

respectively.  
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Exhibit 0-6: Time lead and time lag for the 10 analysed sectors for percentage of online buying from 

the average for all sectors for March 2003 

Textile

Craft' & trade
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-60-48-36-24-1201224364860

S-time-distance in months: - time lead, + time lag

 

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 

The development of time distance over the analysed period is visually presented in Exhibit 

0-7, which confirms both the grouping of the sectors by the magnitude of the S-time-distance 

from the benchmark of the average value for all sectors as well as its change over time. 

Exhibit 0-7: S-time-distances for buying online for sectors compared with the average percentage 

of diffusion for all sectors (- time lead, + time lag for the respective sector, average=0) 
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Exhibit 0-8 is an empirical example for the time matrix for a given level of the indicator. It is 

an application of the generic idea that databases can be analysed also by levels of the 
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indicator. This is the focus of attention on which the time distance methodology is based. For 

percentage of enterprises buying online levels of penetration rates in steps of 5% were 

arbitrarily selected and by the interpolation of original time series of e-Business W@tch data 

for the period 1995-2003 the respective times were calculated. 

Exhibit 0-8: Time matrix for buying online for sectors by specified levels of percentage of 

enterprises 
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5 Nov-95 Dec-97 Jul-98 Jun-98 May-99 Sep-98 Mar-99 Sep-99 May-00 Jun-00 Feb-00 

10 May-97 Dec-98 Jan-00 Aug-99 Jun-00 Jan-00 Apr-00 Nov-00 Apr-01 Aug-01 Dec-01 

15 Apr-98 Jul-99 Aug-00 Aug-00 Feb-01 Dec-00 Jan-01 Oct-01 Apr-02 Jul-02  

20 Jul-98 Jan-00 Mar-01 Apr-01 Aug-01 Sep-01 Sep-01 Aug-02    

25 Nov-98 Jun-00 Sep-01 Mar-02 Feb-02 May-02 Apr-02     

30 Feb-99 Nov-00 Mar-02 Oct-02 Dec-02 Mar-03      

35 Jun-99 Mar-01 Oct-02         

40 Oct-99 Sep-01          

45 Feb-00 Mar-02          

50 Jun-00 Feb-03          

55 Oct-00           

60 Feb-01           

65 Sep-01           

70 Jul-02           

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 

The advantage of such a time matrix table is its graphical quality of presentation, providing a 

number of observations to a searching mind. It has table-graph combination qualities. It is 

sometimes very difficult to observe details in a trend graph when you have 11 or even more 

units in a figure. Not all possible comparisons from such a table-graph will be mentioned 

here, but only a few. First, one immediately sees which levels were reached by the analysed 

sectors. Second, one also grasps over how many level classes the sectors have advanced in the 

time span of the period of the analysis. Third, for a given level of the indicator one could read 

off the S-time-distance value for that level: e.g. the level of 30% for all sectors was in March 

2003 more than 4 years behind the ICT services sector and one year behind the tourism, etc. 

but the time distance with the average for all sectors at that level cannot be determined since 

e.g. the textile sector has not reached that level yet (for details on possible analysis of such 

time matrix see Sicherl, 2003). 

Exhibit 0-1 showed also the yearly growth rates of the online buying for all sectors. 

Obviously the yearly growth of percentages of enterprises buying online is exceptionally 

high, one deals with a very dynamic process. This characteristic has also important 

consequences for analysing the differences between developments in different sectors. Such 

high rate of growth of percentage of enterprises buying online cannot be sustained for a long 

time. The rates of growth of the indicator for the period 2000-2003 show a decline as 

compared to the previous period. This will be examined in more detail on the example of 

buying online for the ICT services sector which has reached the highest percentage of all 

sectors. However, the conclusions will be relevant also for other sectors in the future.  
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Exhibit 0-9 and Exhibit 0-10 show in more detail the comparison of the ICT services sector 

with the average for all sectors. The large difference in absolute levels is obvious, but the 

dynamics has at the end of the period already started to show some characteristics of slower 

rate of growth at the high levels of the penetration rate for an indicator with an upper limit of 

100.   

Exhibit 0-9: Diffusion in buying online in percentage of enterprises 

Percentage Yearly growth rate 

  ICT services All sectors ICT services All sectors 

1995 2.3 0.9   

1996 6.7 1.4 187 52 

1997 9.5 1.9 43 38 

1998 14.4 3.5 50 87 

1999 32.4 6.6 126 88 

2000 46.4 10.8 43 62 

2001 62.1 16.8 34 57 

2002 68.1 24.1 10 43 

2003 74.5 30.3 9 26 

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 

Exhibit 0-10: Various measures of difference between buying online for ICT sector and average for 

all sectors 

S-time-distance (All sectors=0), 
- time lead for buying  months Time 

Absolute difference 
(ICT srv. – All 

sectors) 

Relative measure 
(index All 

sectors=100) in months in years 

1995 1.4 256   

1996 5.3 484   

1997 7.7 503   

1998 10.8 405 -33 -2.7 

1999 25.7 487 -37 -3.0 

2000 35.7 432 -34 -2.8 

2001 45.2 369 -35 -2.9 

2002 44.0 283 -42 -3.5 

2003 44.3 246 -50 -4.1 

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 

Even the absolute difference between the ICT services sector and the average for all sectors 

has showed a very small decline in the last years. The most important difference is in the 

growth dynamics, where the buying online for the ICT services sector already fell below 10% 

per year, while the rate of growth for all sectors is still higher than 20%. There are two 

repercussions from this development of growth dynamics. The first, which is most obvious, is 

that the relative static measure of disparity has fallen from 503 in 1997 to 246 in 2003. On the 

basis of static measures one could say that absolute differences are not increasing anymore 

and that relative differences are falling. The S-time-distance, however, has increased in the 

last two years; in the 1998 it was 33 months, in March 2003 50 months.      

Theoretically it can be shown that, with other things being equal, higher rate of growth means 

lower values and lower rate of growth means higher value of S-time-distance. This is a 

dynamic phenomenon which is not at all observed if one looks only at time series of absolute 
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or relative static measures of disparity. In building up the perception about the magnitude of 

the gap in online buying between a given sector and another sector or average of sectors as in 

this specific case all these measures, including S-time-distance should be evaluated 

simultaneously. In coming up to an overall assessment subjective weights will be used by 

decision makers of how to combine various measures of a complex situation.  

When comparing time distances among enterprises of different size the pattern with respect to 

buying online is not the same throughout the period. In the beginning it was the large 

enterprises (250+) which started with buying online, but by year 1999 the medium size 

enterprises have taken the lead over the large enterprises. Only in 2001 the diffusion of 

buying online was again higher in the large enterprises, which have continued to lead after 

that. For that reason for the estimate of time distances for buying online by the size of 

enterprises in Exhibit 0-11 the large enterprises were taken as the benchmark.  

It is of interest to observe that the time lags of small and medium enterprises behind large 

enterprises in 1997 were about 18 months. This is an indication of the time lead of large 

enterprises at the beginning of the diffusion process of buying online at a rather very low 

percentages of enterprises engaged in purchasing online. As mentioned above, this process of 

leading and lagging of diffusion by the size of enterprises has reversed until 2001. After that, 

the time lead of large enterprises has started to increase substantially. In March 2003 the 

medium enterprises were lagging for about one year (the size 50-249 for 11 months and 10-49 

for 16 months); the small enterprises (size 1-9) were lagging for more than 2 years. 

Exhibit 0-11: S-time-distances in months for buying online by size of enterprises compared with the 

percentage of diffusion for large enterprises (250+ employees)  

Time 1-9 10-49 50-249 250+ 

1997 19 17 18 0 

1998 11 9 -1 0 

1999 5 -2 -5 0 

2000 9 0 -5 0 

2001 12 4 2 0 

2002 19 8 6 0 

2003 27 16 11 0 

(benchmark: large enterprises = 0; other size-bands: - time lead / + time lag compared to large enterprises) 

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 

E-Business survey 2003 provides also the estimates of percentages of enterprises buying 

online for five EU countries. Within the group of these five countries, the UK was the leading 

country and for this reason we have used the UK as the benchmark country for calculating the 

time distances between countries. The results are presented in two ways. 
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Exhibit 0-12 shows the estimates of S-time-distances from the values experienced in the UK. 

Germany is following the UK rather close; the time lag has been around one year, sometimes 

less. Italy and France are in a similar relative position to the UK; their time lag has been about 

2 years. Spain lags the UK for about three years.  
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Exhibit 0-12: S-time-distances in months for buying online by countries compared with the diffusion 

for the UK (- time lead, + time lag from benchmark UK, UK=0) 

Time UK DE IT FR ES 

1997 0 12    

1998 0 9 26 28 31 

1999 0 11 19 21 41 

2000 0 14 22 22 29 

2001 0 7 20 29 34 

2002 0 6 24 31 38 

2003 0 14 26 25 37 

(benchmark: UK = 0; other countries: - time lead / + time lag compared to UK) 

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 

Another way of presenting the time dimension of disparity of diffusion in buying online for 

these five countries is the time matrix by specified level of the indicator which was explained 

methodologically in more detail in relation to the Exhibit 0-8. As explained there the 

corresponding values of S-time-distances for the specified levels of the indicator can be 

derived by subtracting the respective times for each specified level for any two or more 

countries that we wish to compare. 

Exhibit 0-13: Time matrix for buying online for countries by specified levels in percentage of 

enterprises 

Level UK DE IT FR ES 

5 Aug-97 May-98 Mar-99 Apr-99 Dec-99 

10 Aug-98 Aug-99 Jun-00 Sep-00 Jun-01 

15 Apr-99 May-00 Jan-01 Nov-01 Jun-02 

20 Apr-00 Dec-00 Mar-02 Jul-02  

25 Dec-00 May-01 Jan-03 Jan-03  

30 Jun-01 Nov-01    

35 Oct-01 Jun-02    

40 Mar-02     

45 Jan-03     

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 
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Online selling activity  

As discussed in Section 5.1 the percentage of enterprises selling online is considerably less 

than the percentage of enterprises buying online. The respective yearly rates of growth are 

presented in Exhibit 0-1. Over the whole analysed period, 1995-2003 the average rate of 

growth was very high for both.  

Exhibit 0-14: S-time-distances in months for selling online for sectors compared with the average 

percentage of diffusion for all sectors (- time lead, + time lag for the respective sector, average=0) 

Time 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 

Tourism     -33 -27 -32 -36 

ICT services   -24 -24 -27 -18 -23 -30 

All sectors 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Chemical  -8 -17 0 -5 3 -1 4 

Electronics   -23 -19 -12 -6 -6 6 

Transport equipment   7 0 -4 5 9 7 

Retail    19 23 1 8 7 

Craft' & trade     35 32 29 36 

Health    21 33 34 34 45 

Business services    10 20 30 37 47 

Textile      38 45 51 

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 

The respective average rates of growth for that period were 55% for buying online and 51% 

for selling online. In the last year of the period, however, the rate of growth of selling online 

surpassed that of buying online. Thus not withstanding the large difference in the percentage 

of enterprises engaged in these two activities, the very fast rates of growth is a common 

characteristic of both of them.  

Exhibit 0-15: Time lead and time lag for the 10 analysed sectors for percentage of online selling 

from the average for all sectors for March 2003 

Textile

Business s.

Health

Craft' & trade

Retail

Transport

Electronics

Chemical

All Sectors

ICT services

Tourism

-60-48-36-24-1201224364860

S-time-distance in months: - time lead, + time lag

 

 

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 
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There are three groups of sectors with respect to the time lead or time lag from the average for 

all sectors. The leading sector in March 2003 is tourism, with a time lead of about 3 years, 

followed by ICT services sector with a time lead of 2.5 years. These two sectors, especially 

tourism, are clearly ahead of all other sectors.  

The second group is the group rather near to the average for all sectors and is comprised by 

chemical, electronics, transport and retail sector. Their time lag behind the average is about 

half a year. The third group is distinctly lagging the others from 36 months (craft & trade) 

followed by health and business services and textile, which lags for the whole 51 months.  

Exhibit 0-16 shows the development of S-time-distances for selling online for sectors over 

time. The two leading sectors, tourism and ICT services have been in the lead through the 

analysed period. At the beginning of the period electronics has also been showing an 

important time lead as compared to the average but at the end of the period it has fallen below 

the average. For the four slowest sectors of diffusion of selling online it is characteristic that 

the time lags behind the average and of course behind the two leading sectors has been 

increasing over time.   

What is a characteristic of selling online by sectors is that the lagging four sectors are still at a 

very low level of diffusion of selling online, three of them have not yet reached the 2% 

diffusion level. Thus Exhibit 0-17 shows a much more uneven development of selling online 

by sectors as the corresponding Exhibit 0-8 presenting buying online by the percentage of 

enterprises. The relative static disparities are very large, the percentage of enterprises of 

selling online in tourism is more than 10 times higher than in the four mentioned lagging 

sectors and four times higher than the average percentage for all enterprises. Yet even with 

these huge relative static disparities, because of the high rate of growth of the selling online, 

the respective range of time lead and time lag from the average for all sectors has stayed 

between the lead time of 3 years and the lag of 4 years behind the average. 

Exhibit 0-16: S-time-distances for selling online for sectors compared with the average percentage 

of diffusion for all sectors (- time lead, + time lag for the respective sector, average=0) 
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Exhibit 0-17: Time matrix for selling online for sectors by specified levels in percentage of 

enterprises 

Level  
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1  Aug-96 Aug-98 Apr-97 Oct-96 Sep-98 Apr-00 Mar-01 May-00 May-01 May-02 

2  Aug-97 Sep-99 Jul-99 Jun-98 Jul-99 Jul-00 Feb-02    

3 Dec-97 Jul-98 Jun-00 Apr-00 Oct-99 Apr-00 Oct-00     

4 Jul-98 May-99 Nov-00 Jan-01 Jun-00 Apr-01 Jan-01     

5 Jan-99 Oct-99 Apr-01 Jul-01 Oct-00 Dec-01 Jul-01     

6 Jun-99 Mar-00 Nov-01 Nov-01 Mar-01 Jul-02 Jun-02     

7 Sep-99 Jun-00 May-02 May-02 Feb-02 Dec-02 Dec-02     

8 Jan-00 Aug-00 Nov-02 Jan-03        

9 Apr-00 Oct-00          

10 Jun-00 Dec-00          

11 Aug-00 Feb-01          

12 Oct-00 Jun-01          

13 Dec-00 Jan-02          

14 Mar-01 Aug-02          

15 Apr-01 Jan-03          

… …           

20 Nov-01           

25 May-02           

30 Dec-02           

33 Mar-03           

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 

With regard to the experience of selling online by enterprises of different size it is of interest 

to observe that, except in the beginning of the period, the medium size enterprises (10-49) 

have from 1999 been for some years very much in line with the large enterprises. The only 

distinct group with about time lag of two and a half years are small enterprises (1-9), but even 

they are increasing with a very high rate of growth.  

Exhibit 0-18: S-time-distances in months for selling online by size of enterprises compared with the 

percentage of diffusion for large enterprises (250+ employees)  

Time 1-9 10-49 50-249 250+ 

1996    0 

1997    0 

1998    0 

1999  -2 7 0 

2000 57 -3 4 0 

2001 19 -2 6 0 

2002 24 6 10 0 

2003 30 11 15 0 

(benchmark: large enterprises = 0; other size-bands: - time lead / + time lag compared to large enterprises) 

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 
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Exhibit 0-19: S-time-distances in months for selling online by countries compared with the diffusion 

for Germany 

Time DE IT UK ES FR 

1996 0  -7   

1997 0 10 5   

1998 0 12 9  4 

1999 0 11 4 11 16 

2000 0 19 7 19 20 

2001 0 12 7 17 22 

2002 0 17 16 22 28 

2003 0 16 18 21 36 

(benchmark: DE = 0; other countries: - time lead / + time lag compared to DE) 

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 

In comparison among the five countries, Germany stands out as the leading country in 

diffusion of selling online. In the Exhibit 0-19 it is shown that Italy and the UK are lagging 

for about 17 months, Spain for 21 months and France by 3 years. In comparison with buying 

online the lead role is from the UK now changed to Germany and with respect to the largest 

time lag Spain and France have changed their relative position.  

Exhibit 0-20: Time matrix for selling online for countries by specified levels in percentage of 

enterprises 

Level DE IT UK ES FR 

1 Jun-98 Jun-99 Aug-98 Jul-99 Oct-99 

2 Dec-98 Jun-00 Apr-99 Jun-00 Sep-00 

3 Jul-99 Oct-00 Jan-00 Dec-00 May-01 

4 Jan-00 Feb-01 Jul-00 Jun-01 Jun-02 

5 May-00 Jul-01 Nov-00 Feb-02  

6 Sep-00 Jan-02 May-01 Jun-02  

7 Dec-00 May-02 Apr-02 Oct-02  

8 Apr-01 Sep-02 Sep-02 Jan-03  

9 Aug-01 Jan-03 Feb-03   

10 Dec-01     

11 May-02     

12 Oct-02     

13 Mar-03     

Source: SICENTER / e-Business W@tch (2005) 
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Policy conclusions 

The conclusions arising from this pilot case study of applying time distance methodology to 

analysis of adoption of e-commerce activity by sectors on the basis of data from the e-

Business W@tch survey can be arranged in two groups. The first group relates to the specific 

conclusions which are brought about by applying time distance methodology to this particular 

data set. The second group summarises general observations about the potential benefits that 

the time distance methodology may bring as a complementary methodology to the analysis 

and measurement in a variety of fields at macro and micro levels. 

 

Specific / general Conclusions and observations 

Specific conclusions from the 
pilot study on e-commerce 
adoption 

• S-time-distance method can be applied to data on 
e-commerce adoption. 

• If "digital divides" are measured as a time lag in the 
adoption (as compared to static differences at a certain 
point of time), their assessment regarding policy 
implications can be quite different. 

• S-time-distances for e-commerce activities of companies 
(both for selling and buying online) are considerably larger 
between sectors than between countries. This confirms 
the importance of a sector-specific analysis. 

• In terms of time-distance, online selling activities have 
started about 3 years later than online purchasing. 
However, this does not say that online selling will 
necessarily reach the same level. 

General observations on 
potential benefits of the S-time-
distance method for policy 
making 

• The S-time-distance method is a useful presentation tool 
for policy analysis and debate. It is easily understood by 
policy makers, managers, media and the general public. 

• The methodology offers an improvement at both 
conceptual and application levels.  

• Disparities may be very different in static terms and in 
time distance, which may lead to different conclusions in 
terms of policy relevance. 

 

Specific conclusions for e-commerce adoption  

First, in applying the time distance methodology to this pilot case study several conclusion 

were arrived at complementing the conclusions that can be derived from the application of 

usual methods. New results provided an additional perspective to the problem without 

replacing results based on other methods. 

• A novel generic statistical measure S-time-distance with clear interpretability added 
new information from existing data to what information has been provided from the 
usual measures, such as static absolute or percentage differences of the gap, growth 
rates. For instance, the absolute difference in buying online in March 2003 between 
the UK and Spain is large (46.3% and 19.5%, respectively), so is the static relative 
disparity expressed as index with value of 238, but the S-time-distance amounts only 
to about 3 years. Thus, in a dynamic framework the perception of gaps may be a 
different one, as the degree of disparity may be different in static terms and in time.  

• For a realistic policy evaluation of the situation, dynamic and static measures should 
be used simultaneously. In particular, the overall growth rate is an important factor 
that determines time lags.  
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o For instance, because of a very high growth rate over the period for online 
purchasing activity, the perception of substantial gaps between sectors based 
on static measures is complemented by the perception of a much smaller 
degree of the gap when the time distance perspective is introduced.  

o On the other hand, even if adoption among lagging sectors is growing 
relatively faster than that of the leading sectors and thus the relative disparity 
would be decreasing, the S-time-distances may be increasing if the overall 
growth rate would be decreasing more sharply. 

• The reality is clearly more complex than the usual one-dimensional static approach 
can deal with appropriately. The reason for different directions of change in various 
measures was the dynamics at the end of the period: buying online for the ICT 
services sector already fell below 10% per year, while the rate of growth for all 
sectors is still higher than 20% (but much slower than at the beginning of the period). 
At the high levels of the penetration rate for an indicator with an upper limit of 100 one 
should expect that time distances will become larger.    

• The estimates of S-time-distances are considerably larger between the sectors 
than time distances between countries. This applies to buying online and selling 
online. For penetration rates of buying online, the sector characteristics are more 
important than size of the enterprise or country. The largest gap in buying online – 
between the UK and Spain – amounts to about 3 years. 

• Online selling activity is throughout the period considerably less than buying online, 
but the new additional conclusions brought about by the time distance methodology 
are very similar to that for buying online as far as the effect of the very high growth 
rate of the indicator is concerned. In very approximate terms one can say that selling 
online for average for all sectors has started about 3 years later than buying 
online but the average rate of growth of the indicator for selling online has not been 
lower than for buying online. However, S-time-distance is a measure of time lags for a 
given level of the indicators in the statistical sense and not as a functional relationship 
between the compared units. 

• Since relative static disparities between sectors are larger for selling online than 
between sectors for buying online, also S-time-distances for the lagging sectors 
are larger than for buying online. The percentage of enterprises of selling online in 
tourism is more than 10 times higher than in the four lagging sectors (crafts and trade, 
health, business services and textile). Yet, because of the high growth rates, these 
sectors are lagging behind the all sectors’ average for selling online from 3 to more 
than 4 years. Again, time distance perspective shows a different picture than the 
static measures. 

 

General conclusions  

Second, the pilot case study leads to more general conclusions about the possible benefits and 

usefulness of application of time distance methodology (Sicherl 2004a, 2004c, 2004d).  

• As events are dated in time, the notion of this special category of time distance is a 
rather natural perspective in time series analysis such as comparisons, gap analysis, 
regressions, models, forecasting, scenarios and monitoring. The novel time distance 
methodology proposes a new perspective to the problem, an additional statistical 
measure, and a presentation tool for policy analysis and debate that is readily 
understood by policy makers, managers, media and general public.  

• The perceptions formed and the decisions, behaviour and actions undertaken are 
also influenced by the quantitative indicators and measures used in the semantics of 
discussing the issues, in setting the targets and in following their implementation. The 
understanding of the complexities of real life situation is not increased only by an 
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increase of quantity and/or quality of empirical information. At least equally important 
are the concepts and tools of analysis that systematise and transform information into 
perceptions relevant for decision making and influencing human behaviour. The 
better the analytical framework the greater the information content provided to 
experts, decision makers and general public. 

• The novel time distance methodology offers an improvement at both conceptual and 
application levels. This is not only a question of statistics and database analysis. It 
profoundly affects also the analytical and decision-making level by providing new 
insights for evaluation of policy and business alternatives. Expressed in time units, S-
time-distance is comparable across variables, fields of concern, and units of 
comparison.  

• Empirically, the degree of disparities may be very different in static terms and in 
time distance, which provides new insights from existing data. The present state-of-
the-art neglects this additional information – although it has always been available in 
time series databases as “a hidden dimension” – and thus leads to an information 
loss that has no justification. 

• This is not a methodology oriented towards a specific substantive problem, but an 
additional view to many problems and applications. In an information age a new view 
of the existing databases should be evaluated as an important contribution towards 
a more efficient utilisation of the available information. This would be complementing, 
rather than substituting, the existing methods in extracting the relevant information 
content as well as new insights from available data. 

• S-time-distance approach is theoretically universal, intuitively understandable and 
immanently practical. It is well placed to complement, rather that to replace, convent-
ional measures and thus to provide a broader concept to look at the data and to 
compare situations, improve visualisation, describe scenarios and monitor progress in 
a truly dynamic conceptual and analytical framework. 
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